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Abstract. The theoretical properties of a composite chiral-plasma medium are developed. By
using the reaction theorem for a magnetized chiroplasma, we obtain the proof of nonreciprocity
based upon the constitutive relationships between electromagnetic vectors E, B, H, D. Using the
Maxwelrs equations and the proposed constitutive relations for a chiral-plasma medium, we
derive the vectors E and H and from these equations, dispersion relations and E-field polarizations are based. The obtained results for waves propagating parallel to the external magnetic
field in a cold magnetized chiro-plasma are compared with typical results obtained for a cold
plasma. For circulary polarized waves, a new mode conversion is founded with the chiral effect.
The chiral rotation is obtained and compared with the Faraday rotation. For waves propagating
across the magnetic field, we found a shift of the cut-offs of ordinary and extraordinary waves. On
the lower branch of the extraordinary wave mode there is no bands of forbidden frequencies and
the reflection point vanishes when the chiral parameter increases.
Keywords. Chiral waves; modes; polarization; chiral-plasma medium; Faraday rotation.
PACS No. 52"35
1. Introduction
Chirality is a geometrical notion which refers to the lack of symmetry of an object. The
electromagnetic chirality is also known as optical activity. The handedness of the
uniformly distributed and randomly oriented chiral objects, which compose the chiral
medium, is responsible for the observed optical activity. Optically active objects are
three-dimensional and chiral. A three-dimensional object is chiral if it is not superimposable in its mirror image by translation and rotation.
A chiral medium when interacting with an electromagnetic wave can rotate the plane
of polarization of the wave to the right or to the left depending on the handedness of the
media. This fact is expected to play an important role in the potential application of
chiral media in the microwave and optical regimes.
Chiral media [1, 2] and ferrite media [3] have been studied over the last decade for
many applications. Chiral media has been examined as a coating for reducing radar
cross section, for antennas and radomes, in waveguides and for microstrip substrates,
guided-wave structures and potential application as reflection or antireflection, thin
coating and shielding. The principal problem in working with a chiral medium is on the
control of the degree of the chirality.
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A chiral-plasma medium is examined. The plasma part of the composite medium is
non-reciprocal due to an external magnetic field. To find the general dispersion relation,
vector phasor Helmholtz based equations are derived, giving the ~oagainst k behavior. The
modal eigenvalue properties in the chiral-plasma medium, which is doubly anisotropic, are
determined. We compare our results for the case of waves that propagate parallel to the
magnetic field in a cold magnetized chiro-plasma with the typical ones obtained for a cold
plasma [4]. For some values of the chirality parameter a new mode conversion appears.
Also we obtain the chiral-Faraday rotation which can be compared with the typical
Faraday rotation for a pair of right and left-hand circular polarized waves. For waves
which propagate perpendicular to the magnetic field, there is no mode conversion but
a lower band of forbidden frequencies disappears. Besides we found a shift of the cut-offs of
ordinary and extraordinary waves across the external magnetic field.
2. Theoretical foundations

We propose the followings constitutive relations for chiral-plasma media:
D=~'.E+tlH ,

B = #H + t2E.

(1)

The plasma media constitutive relations are [4]
D v = Vp-Ep,
Bp =/2oa p,

(2)

where
~'= Ogl
-i~ 2 ig2
e1 ~! .
0

(3)

Here V, t~,2 represents the permittivity tensor and the chir~dity parameters of the
composite medium respectively.
The lossless character of the magnetized cold plasma medium is implied by the
Hermitian nature of the tensor (~'~)T= ~'p. The superscripts * and T denote complex
conjugate and transpose respectively.
In the search for new media which display nonreciprocal properties, it is essential to
establish the nature of the chirality parameter t 1 and t 2.
The anisotropic reaction theorem [5] is

f Eb.Jadv= f ~o'Jbdv.

(4)

Here, the sources current Ja, Jb produce fields Ea, E b respectively. The tilde over the
fields indicates a modified medium. Thus, we can obtain 6 x 6 constitutive tensors

~T
= _tT

__~.tT

~T

(5)

and
_ f
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(6)
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with f and t' being the optical activity 3 × 3 tensors.
Reciprocity occurs only if

f Eb'Jodv=f Ea'Jbdv.

(7)

By (4) it requires
= .~.

(8)

For chiral media we must obtain

~='g, t = t l I , f'=t2I, /i=/&

(9)

where I is the unity tensor. To obtain reciprocity (8) imposes

-t2 IT = tl I , - - t l l T = tzl.

(10)

t 1 ---- - - t 2.

(11)

That is
In the case of plasma media equations (2) hold, leading to
~=~'p, f = f ' = 0 ,

/~=#o,

(12)

Then, for the proposed constitutive relations, eq. (1), we have
D = ~'p'E + tlH,

(13)

B = #o H + t2E.

(14)

A complete study that characterize electromagnetic waves in general bianisotropic
media was developed by Kong [6] and our approach is a particular case.
3. V e c t o r H e l m h o l t z equations

The E-field vector Helmholtz equations is derived by inserting the constitutive relation,
(13) and (14), into Maxwell's equations
V x E = -i~oB,

(15)

V × H = i ~ D + J,

(16)

V x E = - i~o/%H - i¢ot2E ,

(17)

V x H = itnV.E + kotiH.

(18)

so

Solving for H, (17) gives

H=--I ( i V x
#o\ ~o

(19)

and putting this into (18) we obtain
1 i

VxH=----(V
/Jo co

xV xE)-

t2 V xE.
/%
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Then the E field vector equation becomes

V x V x E +ico(t 2 - t l ) V x E - c o #0%

#oeo /

Here the plasma current is included in the permittivity tensor F. Similarly the H field
vector equation is
V x ~ - t V x H + ico(t2~'- 1V x H

x H)-co2"°(l-tit2~g-t ) H

-t,Vx~-'

(22)

The inverse permittivity tensor is
e1
- 1 = ie 2

-- ie 2
el

0

o

0
0

4-4
83

I

(4-4).

4. Dispersion relation

The dispersion relation for the propagation vector k against co can be obtained from
E or H vector equations. We start with the E field relation which is simpler than
H vector equation.
Setting E as follows,
E = E o e-/k.r

(23)

we obtain
- k × k × Eo + c o ( t z - t 0 k × Eo--co2#o%

tit2 E o = 0 .
Poeo/

(24)

Putting E o into rectangular coordinates
E o = Ex2 + Ey)~ + Ez~,

(25)

we obtain three component systems of equations which determine the eigenvector. The
determinant of the coefficient component matrix M k will determine the eigenvalues,
thereby yielding the co against k dispersion diagram in phase-space.
Writing det M k -- 0, with kx = 0 and with symmetry about the z-axis we obtain

1-- e----L-1( 1 - tit2 ~
n2eo
n2
%h3--~2+

#oei /

c°sO(t2 --°

ig2 COSO(t2-tl)
nZeo
n x~oeo

c°s2 0 --~21~0( 1- tlt21,1

sin0(t 2 -- tl)

-sinO cosO

=0.
sinO(t2 - t 0

-- sinOcosO

sin20_ ea ( l _ t l t z ' ]
n%\

(26)
Here the refractive index n is defined as n = ck/co, c = 1/~oeo .
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If #0 = 1,/30 = 1, t 1 = t 2 = 0, we obtain the same result given by Krall and Trivelpiece
for a magnetized plasma [4].
For a collisionless chiroplasma, using (11) we have tl = - it~x//~oeo, t2 = it ~x//~oeo,
the nontrivial solution of this system comes from setting the determinant of the
coefficients equal to zero giving
0) = 0)(n2, 0)p, 0)e,/31,£2, t

e3,0, k ).

(27)

Equation (27) is then the general dispersion relation for waves propagating in a cold
collisionless homogeneous chiroplasma in a uniform magnetic field. For a given
plasma frequency COp,cyclotron frequency 0)¢, wave frequency 0) and the direction of
propagation 0, equation (24) can be solved for the index of refraction n having as
parameter the chirality t. From here, for the permittivities we will use relative values. In
terms of k, the dispersion relation is

(28)

alk 4 + a2k3 -t- aak 2 + a4k + a 5 = O,
where
al=-

I0)2el(1-~)-0)2/33

(1-~)(sin20--

1)1,

a 2 =-0,
t2

t2

aa=0)2/31(1---~0)2/33(1-~)(2-sin20'+[0)2/3t(
-(0)2/32)2sin20-40)2t210)2/31(1

.

el/_l

~ ) 1 sin20 + 0)1/33

t2

,

,

Here, there are four different eigenmodes for k implied by (28)
2

e1 : 1

0)P
0 ) 2 __ 0)/)2
(D e

/32 - -

2
(0p

0 ) 0 ) 2 - - u.)
_ e2 '

/33 = 1 ---~--~
0)2,

(29)

(3o)
(31)

where 0)p is the plasma frequency and 0)c is the gyrofrequency given by

2 47mee2
(.Op--

(32)

m e

(if)c--

e Bo

(33)

m e¢
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5. H i g h - f r e q u e n c y

wave propagation

along the magnetic

field

Setting 0 = 0, it is posible from eq. (21) different wave modes, writing the E-field vector
equation in the form
(n 2 _ ~R) ER = 0,

(/12 -- EL ) EL = 0,

e3(1-~)E~

= 0.

(34)

From these equations, the last one gives a longitudinal mode. When e 3 = t 2, we obtain
the longitudinal electron plasma oscillations modified by the chiral parameter t. Since
there is no wave propagation along the magnetic field, these chiroplasma oscillations
do not constitute a propagation mode. For the other modes we have
t2

eR,L=el(1---~l)+_e2(l+2t--~n ~
e2 ]

(35)

ER. L Ex +--iEy.

(36)

and
=

It is useful to explore these solutions in terms of the wave numbers k
to)

o)

kR = - - + - C C
kL -

+/~2

t°___ ~ x / ~ l - e2,
C

(37)

(38)

where k Ris the wave number for a circularly polarized wave which drive electrons in the
direction of their cyclotron motion, i.e., right-hand circularly polarized waves (RCP)
and kL is the wave number for a circularly polarized wave which drive electrons in the
direction opposite of their cyclotron motion, i.e., left-hand circularly polarized waves
(LCP). The t parameter modifies the typical plot of o)(k) shown by Krall and
Trivelpiece, where the cutoff frequencies are shifted. Also the reflection points of the
RCP and LCP are shifted. However the resonance which occurs when the wave phase
velocity goes to zero is not modified by the chiral parameter. In figure 1 we present the
modifications introduced by the parameter t in the dispersion relations of the right and
left polarized waves. In this figure, the dispersion relations of the right and left circularly
polarized waves are indicated by circles and stars, respectively. When t # 0, el and e3
depend on t and kR and k L have a linear term, to)/c, as can be seen in (37) and (38).
In this way instead of modifying the curves that exist for t = 0, the parameter t permits
the wave to propagate in a region of frequencies that is forbidden in the case t = 0. The
RCP wave mode, in the lower branch, also known as the electron cyclotron wave is
weakly modified by the chiral parameter, but the upper branch is strongly shifted when
t increases. We can observe in figure 1 that for t = 0, there is no intersection of the
dispersion relations of the right and left circularly polarized waves. Here the frequency
bands for which there is no wave propagation can be identified in the plots. When t # 0
we can observe that there is an intersection of these curves, indicating that the presence
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Figure 1. Dispersion relations for various values of the parameter t when the
direction of propagation is parallel to the magnetic field (0 = 0). The curves
indicated by circles and stars correspond to the right and left circularly polarized
waves, respectively.

of the t parameter permits that a wave changes its polarization. In figure 1, for t = 0 we
can also observe that there is a region where only right circularly polarized waves
propogate, a region where only left circularly polarized waves propagate and a region
where both propagate. If their amplitudes are equal, the effect of the superposition of
a left and right circularly polarized wave is to produce a plane wave with a particular
plane of polarization. Because the two polarizations propagate at different velocities,
the plane of polarization rotates as the wave propagates along the magnetic field. This
effect is called Faraday-chiral rotation I-7].
The global rotation of a plane of polarization as a function of distance in the
direction of propagation is given by
Ey

cot

z,

(39)

which means, the presence of the t parameter also affects the Faraday rotation. This
chiral-Faraday rotation can be used as a plasma probe. In laboratory experiment this
would be done by launching a planewave along the magnetic field in a chiroplasma.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 49, No. 4, October 1997
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Considering that the plane of polarization of this wave can be determined by an
antenna and that we know the magnetic field, the density of the plasma and the
frequency of the launched wave, the measurement of the plane of polarization away
from the source can determine the value of the parameter t. For instance, considering
the plasma frequency, (Dp = 5" 10 7 S - 1, for the electron gyrofrequency, coc = 2" 10 7 S - 1,
and for the launched wave, co = 6"5' 10 7 S - 1, the value of Ex/Ey, 1 cm away from the
source is E~/Ey= 15.38, E~/Ey =11.48 and EJEy=9"15 for t = 0 , t = 0 - 0 5 and
t = 0-1, respectively. The chiral rotations are 3"72, 4"97 and 6"24 degrees respectively.
Another important effect caused by the presence of the parameter t is the conversion of
modes [8]. In figure 1 for t = 0" 5, we can observe that there is a region where both RCP
and LCP propagate, for k = 1"0 we have a mode conversion from RCP to LCP wave.
The explicit expression for the frequency around which intersection takes place can be
obtained from (e*)2 = 4t z (el)*, where the quantitites with • are modified forms of those
of a collisionless biased plasma [9], that is, ~* = el - t 2, e* = e3 - t2 and e* = ~a. This
means that the energy of the electrons, obtained from the RCP electromagnetic wave at
the electron cyclotron frequency can be transferred to the ions and this mode
conversion can be used as a means of heating of the plasma. Note that the RCP wave
rotates in the same direction as the electrons about the magnetic field and near the
resonance, the energy is transferred from the wave field to the electrons but the mode
conversion allows the absorption of energy by the ions.
In connection with the mode conversion and crossover frequencies in plasma, we
note that a plasma with only two species may also show lack of symmetry, change of
polarization and intermode coupling in the presence of the coriolis force. A detailed
study of wave propagation in a rotating cold plasma including the coriolis force has
been made by Uberoi and Das [10, 11]. Our results correspond to the very high
frequency limit where the rotation and dynamic of ions are not taken into account. As
the chiral effect is important at microwave and optical frequencies, if we extend the
study by considering the Uberoi and Das [10, 11] approach, we can find that the result
of these authors on the polarization reversal, intermode coupling of magnetic and
inertial mode in a rotating magnetoplasma are not modified essentially.
In terms of the index of refraction, all the waves supported by the medium can be
obtained from the following matrix if nx and ny are set equal to zero:

In 2 - e*
M=[2itn;ie*

- 2itn- ie~ O ]
n Z - e * O 0 e~' ]

(40)

where t I = - i t S ,
t2=it ~x/~%,
o /3~= / ~ 3 - t 2, /3~ = / 3 1 - t 2, e* =e2, #o = 1, % = 1.
The quantities with • are modified forms of those of a collisionless biased plasma [9].
Solving det M, = 0, under these conditions, it is possible to obtain
nllp+ = t + x//~x + ~2 = t + x/~,
.,p_ : t -

/211a_ :
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g
2

t=0.25?

Figure 2. A graph of the g =/~2 versus n representing the four wavenumbers along

the magnetostatic field of a chiroplasma, the chiral parameter t = 0' 25.

Therefore, four wavenumbers are found which are dependent on the permittivity and
chirality parameters of the composite medium.
The subscripts 'p' and 'a' refer to the parallel and antiparallel directions of energy
propagation, that is the direction of the real part of the Poynting's vector with respect
to the static magnetic field, while the plus (R) and minus (L) subscripts denote rightcircular polarized (RCP) and left-circular polarized (LCP) propagating waves. For
t = 0.25, figure 2 show the g = e2 dependence of the four solutions of the index of
refraction present along the magnetostatic field of a chiroplasma. It is possible to
compare these results with those obtained by Engheta et al [7], in which the description of the Faraday chiral media is obtained using the chirality admittance. Here
similar results are obtained in a simpler manner [12].
The helicity and polarization state corresponding to each of the wave numbers can
be found by substituting (39) into the condition that the electric field must satisfy:
M. E = 0.

(42)

We note that nllp+ and ntla+ are of positive helicity while nilp_ and nila_ are of negative
helicity.
Also the wave impedances of the positive and negative helicities, r/1 and q2,
respectively, are found to be
r/t

~

,

1

1
rh = x / ~ - e2)

(43)

(44)

6. Wave propagation across the magnetic field

By making 0 = 90 ° the solution to det M = 0 yields a wave with elliptical polarization in
the plane transverse to the direction of propagation. The angle 0 is defined as the
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 49, No. 4, October 1997
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clockwise angle between the z-axis and n. Under this condition we have the following
dispersion relation:

(45)
and
k±ord =

•

(46)

..I- A N / A ~ N / / ~

- 2x/~l_t2) '

where
(o 2

A =--~[e~ - ~ + ele s + tZ(ex - %) - 2t 4]

(47)

c

and
o) 4

+ t z ( 6 e 3 - 6 e l e ~ - 2ele23 + 12e~e 3 -

+ t ' ( - 154 + 84 -

2e~ 3)

+ 4)

+ 8t6(81 + e3)].

(48)

It should be pointed out that the electric field of the extraordinary wave, k±~,t~,is
perpendicular to the magnetic field and the electric field of the ordinary wave, k±or,t is
parallel to the magnetic field. In figure 3 we present the effect of the parameter t on the
dispersion relations for the case 0 = n/2. In this figure the ordinary and extraordinary
waves are indicated by circles and stars, respectively. When t = 0.05, for 0 = n/2, the effect
of the parameter is very small. We can observe that the dispersion relations are a tittle
modified, but the parameter is not able to break up the forbidden regions that exist when
t = 0. When t = 0"5, the dispersion relations present very different curves with respect to
the curves for t = 0. The difference in the way the t parameter acts in the parallel and
perpendicular directions is due to the kind of equations we have. In (37) and (38) the
t parameter appears as a linear term and in (45) and (46) the t parameter appears just inside
a square root [6]. Also, we see that for 0 = n/2 the parameter t does not lead to the
conversion of modes, as happens when 0 = 0. However, at t = 0" 5, the dispersion relation
for the ordinary wave mode is flat and the reflection point is shifted. Now the ordinary and
extraordinary wave mode do not have the same value of co when k is very large. The more
important effect is on the lower branch of the extraordinary wave mode because there is no
more bands of forbidden frequencies, and the reflection point vanishes.
To see the effects of the chirality parameter on the cut-offfrequencies, we can reduce
the factors A and B in terms of the Stix's parameters P, R, and L [13], as
n~ord. = _

n±extr =

440
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Figure 3. Dispersion relations for various values of the parameter t when the
direction of propagation is perpendicular to the magnetic field (0 = n/2). The curves
indicated by circles and stars correspond tO the ordinary and extraordinary waves,
respectively.
As t goes to zero we obtain the typical results for a collisionless magnetized plasma. It
follows from the equations that the cold plasma cut-offs P = 0, R = 0 and L = 0 are
shifted for a chiroplasma in the domain (~o2/o92, ~op/~o). The respective localization of
the lines are schematically presented in figure 4, the vertical dashed lines correspond to
P=0.
7. Conclusion

We have examined the problem of high frequency waves in a magnetized chiral plasma.
In the case of waves which propagate parallel to the magnetic field, we found a new
mode conversion as the chiral parameter increases. This phenomenon is similar to
polarization reversal and intermode coupling of slow and fast mode of propagation at
low-frequency wave in a rotating magnetoplasma studied by Uberoi and Das. Here we
obtain a combined effect Faraday-chiral rotation. Also, we found a shift in the cut-offs
of ordinary and extraordinary waves across the external magnetic field.
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Figure 4. The lines P = 0, R = 0 and L = 0 in the plane (0)2/0) 2, (.Dp/(,O)corresponding to the cut-offs in a cold plasma (t - 0) and chiroplasma for some values of t.
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